
Dreamcoat Hermione (NEW!)
Price: Price on Application
Sire: UKBAS10828 - Lavender Park Tulley (Imp) (ASHBASUK1
Dam: UKBAS01599 - Blenheim Hildegarde (BLHBASUK1335) [S
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Dark Fawn
Registered With: Registration No :	UKBAS32592
Ear Tag :	DREBASUK15
Microchip :	208213990158994
Date of Birth: 6th September 2016

Dreamcoat Hermione

Dark Fawn - Huacaya

UKBAS10828 - Lavender Park Tulley (Imp) (ASHBASUK1

UKBAS01599 - Blenheim Hildegarde (BLHBASUK1335) [S

IAR/68684 - Patagonia Celtic Triumph (Aust.) [Whit

UKBAS10913 - Lavender Park Abbey of Ashcroft (Imp)

UKBAS00514 - Windsong Valley Mateus of WSX (Imp) (

UKBLHBAS01278 - Blenheim Fenella (BLHBASUK01278) [

Description: 

Hermione is typical of Tulley’s offspring:  at six months old  you can tell easily tell them apart from the rest in a group of
juveniles,  with the girls often looking indistinguishable from the boys:  all with attractive head styles and excellent bone
density, growing like weeds.  Hermione has a dense fleece with a very soft handle and a lot of character:  not a very
dramatic crimp style,  it’s there but it doesn’t jump out at you.

 Hermione was the first of my females to unpack in 2020.  She should have been the second or third to birth,  but her
first cria arrived in mid April  -  a full month before she was due.  I found the cria on my early morning check round, 
sitting cushed but with his membrane still entire and with no cracks:  his fully crimped locks were easily visible all over
his body through the membrane (in spite of being a month premature!):  this was by far the best fleece,  and the best
newborn fleece,  I have ever seen in 20+ years.
Hermione had an udder packed solid with milk, and her teats were tiny and needed a very strong cria to milk them, 
rather than a premmie.  This meantt that,  with no cholostrum,  we soon had to resort to antibiotics to contain first an ear
infection,  then other things, and it took 10 days before her cria started to thrive.  I had a nasty feeling in the pit of my
stomach almost every time I went to check on mum and cria but,  just when I was beginning to relax ( maybe 3-4 months
later) he stopped putting on weight and a few days later he was gone.

For more information please contact us on: dreamcoat-alpacas@outlook.com
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